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Gordon Parks (American, 1912–2006), American Gothic, Washington, D.C., 1942, gelaBn silver print. GiE of 
Frederick B. Scheel, 2007.35.169, © The Gordon Parks FoundaBon (Image credit: © The Gordon Parks FoundaBon) 

Gordon Parks' portrait of government worker Ella Watson is among the most renowned 
portraits in history, but few know that it was part of a larger body of work that will now be 
shown in a new book and exhibiBon. 
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The famous portrait, Btled American Gothic, is a modern recreaBon of the Grant Wood painBng 
and is part of an extensive collaboraBon between Parks and Watson. The documentary project 
provides a window into the everyday life of "one woman’s posiBon within the racial, 
professional, and economic hierarchies that straBfied the naBon’s capital".  

Gordon Parks is considered one of the greatest photographers of all Bme and among my 
personal favorites. While he was well known for his portraits of famous faces such as 
Muhammad Ali and Malcolm X, the majority of Park's work focused on the overall "American 
culture, social jusBce, race relaBons, the civil rights movement, and the Black American 
experience". His images have been responsible for highlighBng important issues throughout 
American history, many of which as a staff photographer for Life Magazine. 

 Bible Lessons, Washington DC, 1942 (Image credit: © The Gordon Parks FoundaBon) 

The collaboraBon between Parks and Watson was very much aligned with this, and he created a 
portrait that stretched the definiBon, documenBng all aspects of her life. Parks met Watson in 
the Farm Security AdministraBon government building in Washington DC where they both 
worked in the 1940s - Parks as a photography fellow, and Watson as a custodian. At the Bme 
Parks was searching for a way to visually represent the realiBes of living in racially segregated 
Washington DC, so he was drawn to Watson as a subject.  

Gordan Parks states, "At first, I asked her about her life, what it was like, and so disastrous that I 
felt that I must photograph this woman in a way that would make me feel or make the public 
feel about what Washington D.C., was in 1942. So I put her before the American flag with a 
broom in one hand and a mop in another. And I said, "American Gothic"—that's how I felt at 
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the moment. I didn't care about what anybody else felt. That's what I felt about America and 
Ella Watson's posiBon inside America." 

The resulBng work provided viewers with an in-depth look at reality, composing an inBmate 
'portrait of black life' that focused on more than capturing an image of her face, but focusing on 
everyday acBviBes, including work rouBnes, family meals, and church services. Like many, 
Watson was so much more than a custodian of the building in which they worked, she was a 
pillar of her family and her faith community. The resulBng images captured a tender yet 
unflinching look at her life, captured in a way only Park's could.  

Ella Watson sweeping, Washington DC, 1942 (Image credit: © The Gordon Parks FoundaBon) 

American Gothic: Gordon Parks and Ella Watson is published by Steidl and co-published with 
The Gordon Parks FoundaBon and The Minneapolis InsBtute of Art and is available for pre-
order now for April 2024 release. 136 images along with accompanying texts result in an 
important body of work that shows the reality of so many.  

The work is also currently on exhibiBon at The Minneapolis InsBtute of Art, where it will be on 
display unBl June 2024. Organized by MIA in collaboraBon with the Gordon Parks 
FoundaBon, American Gothic: Gordon Parks and Ella Watson features 50 of the iconic images of 
this must-see work.
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